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ABSTRACT
This paper presents Whisper, a fast and reliable protocol
to ood small amounts of data into a multi-hop network.
Whisper relies on three main cornerstones. First, it embeds
the message to be ooded into a signaling packet that is com-
posed of multiple packlets. A packlet is a portion of the mes-
sage payload that mimics the structure of an actual packet.
A node must intercept only one of the packlets to know that
there is an ongoing transmission. Second, Whisper exploits
the structure of the signaling packet to reduce idle listening
and, thus, to reduce the radio-on time of the nodes. Third,
it relies on synchronous transmissions to quickly ood the
signaling packet through the network. Our evaluation on the
Flocklab testbed shows that Whisper achieves comparable
reliability but signicantly lower radio-on time than Glossy
– a state-of-the-art ooding algorithm. Specically, Whisper
can disseminate data in FlockLab twice as fast as Glossy with
no loss in reliability. Further, Whisper spends 30% less time
in channel sampling compared to Glossy when no data trac
must be disseminated.
1 INTRODUCTION
Many application scenarios in low-power wireless network-
ing are aperiodic in nature: For example, changing a set-point
for climate control or occupation driven HVAC in a smart
building aperiodically triggers events. Such events need to
be relayed and acted upon by the building control system,
which – in low-power wireless networks – is often multi-
ple hops away from the event source. Similarly, industrial
model-driven control supervises a control-loop and only
communicates when unexpected events or readings occur.
© ACM.
Today, the default approach to realize aperiodic commu-
nication as in the above scenarios is to employ periodic
network-wide communication [9, 12, 16, 17, 22, 25, 28, 33].
Via scheduled, network-wide oods, driven, for example, by
synchronous communication primitives such as Glossy, a
central node samples the network frequently for potential
events. For example, in Crystal [16, 17] a control node fre-
quently sends out a Glossy ood to which others nodes can
reply in case of an event by sending their own ood. This
sampling occurs in the order of hundreds of milliseconds to
minutes, depending on application requirements [16, 30]. If
multiple events have occurred in the network, their oods
content to reach the initiating node. Similar approaches
based on frequent sampling are common in the EWSN de-
pendability competitions [30] since 2016 [9, 22, 25, 28, 33].
Depending on the exact application, events can be quite rare
and as a result many of these oods do not trigger a reply,
i.e., no actual data exchange. For example, in the temperature
prediction scenario of Crystal less than 20% of the sampling
oods trigger a reply. As a result, this idle sampling of the
network occurs a high communication overhead.
In this paper, we present Whisper to address the above
challenges: Whisper is a new network-wide primitive for
aperiodic communication. It builds on synchronous transmis-
sions as introduced by Glossy and provides fast and energy-
ecient aperiodic communication in multi-hop low-power
wireless networks. In Whisper, nodes only initiate commu-
nication during a communication round when they have an
event to share (next to infrequently scheduled rounds for
time synchronization) and, as a result, no frequent commu-
nication oods as in Crystal are required. Moreover, nodes
sample the medium during the communication time, and are
not, as in other approaches, constantly active during the po-
tential duration of the network ood. For example, in Crystal,
a network ood commonly takes 5 ms to 8 ms for networks
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of 30 nodes (Flocklab testbed) and 90 nodes, respectively
(Indriya testbed). In contrast, with Whisper nodes sample
typically less than 3 ms per communication round. Finally,
Whisper makes network-oods signicantly shorter by inte-
grating the ood into a single packet transmission. This (a)
reduces the duration of a ood and thereby allows Whisper
to reduce radio-on time and reduce energy consumption and
(b) enables robust sampling as in Whisper there is no gap
between two packets.
In summary, Whisper is designed around three corner-
stones:
• Whisper limits communication to rounds where there
is actual data to exchange (plus infrequent rounds
for clock synchronization).
• Whisper employs strategies sampling so that nodes
can determine at high energy eciency whether
there is data exchange during a round or not.
• When there is data to exchange, Whisper compacts
the network ood into a single packet without gaps
to reduce latency and radio-on time and enable e-
cient sampling.
Each of these three design elements improves the perfor-
mance of synchronous transmissions in the context of ape-
riodic communication when, for example, added to Glossy.
However, we show in our design analysis and evaluation that
the careful design and combination of these three elements
amplies their benets and is the root over our manifold
performance improvements.
We show the eciency of Whisper as primitive for fast
and eciency network-wide signaling by evaluating it on
the publicly available Flocklab testbed [20]. For example, in
Whisper nodes can determine whether a ood is ongoing
within less than 2 milliseconds where in Crystal but also
in many solutions of the EWSN dependability competitions
nodes are awake for the duration of the network ood, which
on Flocklab, for example, commonly takes 5 milliseconds.
2 WHISPER: HOW IT WORKS
At its core, Whisper is a communication primitive that al-
lows to ood small amounts of data into a multi-hop network.
It can be used, e.g., to disseminate a conguration param-
eter or to signal to all nodes in a network that they must
stay awake to help forwarding incoming data packets. In
the following, we describe the three cornerstones of Whis-
per’s design: packlets, direction-aware channel sampling,
and synchronous transmissions.
Signaling packet and packlets. In Whisper, a node that
needs to send data – hereafter referred to as the sender –
transmits a signaling packet that looks as depicted in Fig. 1.
It consists of several1 packlets, whereas a packlet is a piece
of message payload that has the structure of an actual IEEE
802.15.4 packet, including preamble, start-of-frame delim-
iter (SFD) and footer. Whisper’s signaling packet thus mimics
a train of short, identical packets being sent continuously by
the radio, as illustrated in Fig. 2a.
This is a core dierence between Whisper and, e.g., Glossy
[11]. In Glossy, the initiator continuously switches between
sending and receiving mode and thus leaves “gaps” between
two transmissions, as depicted in Fig. 2c. The absences of
such gaps in Whisper signicantly reduces the chances that
a node misses an incoming signaling packet once it switches
its radio on.
Sampling strategy. For nodes to be able to detect the
presence of a signaling packet they must indeed regularly
switch their radios on and check the channel for incoming
transmissions. The more often this channel check is per-
formed – and the longer each check lasts – the higher is the
duty cycle of the nodes and thus their energy consumption.
The possibility to design thrifty sampling strategies – which
is opened up by the use of packlets – is thus instrumental to
reduce the overall radio-on time and thus the duty cycle of
nodes running Whisper.
A straightforward sampling strategy – to which we refer
to as lazy sampling (see Fig. 2b – consists in making all nodes
switch their radios on at the beginning of a communication
slot. This strategy is used in Glossy and other approaches
such as LWB [10] or Crystal [16] and can be used in Whis-
per too. When adopting lazy sampling, nodes must wait for
an incoming transmission long enough so that a message
from the initiator can propagate through the entire network.
This can however take several milliseconds in a network
of few hops and represents a high cost in terms of energy
consumption, especially if no packet is transmitted.
To cope with this problem, Whisper uses an alternative
sampling strategy – which we dub direction-aware sampling.
It exploits the fact that in many practical scenarios the net-
work topology is usually xed or changes slowly and that
data trac ows in one direction only – e.g., from an initia-
tor to all other nodes in a network in a data dissemination
scenario or from a random node in the network to a central
sink node in case of event-driven aperiodic communication.
Thus, nodes can estimate their distance in hops from the
sender or destination, respectively, and switch on their ra-
dios only when a signaling packet is likely to “pass-by”, as
shown in Fig. 2a.
Synchronous transmissions. To ensure a fast and reli-
able propagation of the signaling packet, Whisper exploits
synchronous transmissions. When a neighbor of the sender
1While the number Ntx of packlets included in a signaling packet is a
congurable parameter, our results show that a default value of Ntx = 3 is
sucient to achieve very high reliability.
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Figure 1: Format of a signaling packet. The gray-shadowed footer at the end of the packet is created only when the radio
is used in buered mode.
turns its radio on, it needs to intercept only one of the pack-
lets to detect the existence of a signaling packet. If no packlet
is detected, the node switches its radio o to save energy. If
a packlet is instead successfully received, the node keeps its
radio on and helps propagating the signaling packet. It does
so by joining the ongoing synchronous transmission with its
own signaling packet, which is again a single packet made
of multiple packlets.
To this end, a node that starts sending a signaling packet
must ensure that its own packlets overlap with the pack-
lets that are already being transmitted by other nodes. This
means that packlets sent by nearby nodes must fulll two
conditions: they must be identical and must be sent at almost
exactly the same time instant2, as schematically illustrated in
Fig. 2a. We discuss in Sec. 3 how Whisper manages to fulll
both these conditions.
3 WHISPER: A CLOSER LOOK
After having briey presented the main features of Whisper
in the previous section we now dive in into its detailed de-
scription. We rst discuss the design of the signaling packet
(Sec. 3.1) and present a back-of-the-envelope calculation to
show why Whisper has superior performance with respect
to Glossy. We then detail how Whisper exploits synchronous
transmissions by making all packlets that are “in the air” at
the same time be identical (Sec. 3.2) and align temporally to
enable constructive interference (Sec. 3.3. We then present
the two sampling strategies considered in this paper: lazy
sampling (Sec. 3.4) and direction-aware sampling (Sec.3.5).
Lastly we present a fully IEEE 802.15.4-compliant version
of Whisper (Sec. 3.6) – which we use in the evaluation in
Sec. 4 to illustrate the benets arising from the low-level
mechanisms we exploit in Whisper– and discuss potential
improvements to make Whisper robust against external in-
tereferences.
2As known from Glossy [11], the temporal displacement between con-
currently transmitted packets must (in IEEE 802.1.5.4) not exceed 0.5 mus
to allow for constructive interference to occur.
(a) Whisper.
(b) Whisper with lazy sampling.
(c) Glossy.
Figure 2: Whisper eliminates gaps. The time needed to
switch the radio between receive (RX) and transmit (TX)
mode (and vice versa) causes communication “gaps” to occur
in Glossy. By transmitting a log train of packlets, Whisper
does not need to perform the RX/TX turnaround and thus
eliminates these gaps.
3.1 The signaling packet
The design of the signaling packet as shown in Fig. 1 allows
Whisper to achieve a fundamental goal: create a train of pack-
ets sent back-to-back without any gaps between consecutive
transmissions. We argue that this is an essential stepping
stone to (a) simplify timing of synchronous transmissions,
(b) enables sampling strategies allowing nodes to sleep e-
ciently, and (c) reduce the duration of a network-wide ood.
Whisper uses the payload of the signaling packet to simu-
late several packets being sent back-to-back. This is achieved
using a technique inspired by the by multi-header approach
presented in [19], i.e., by lling the payload with a sequence
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Figure 3: Whisper’s operation. Nodes receive a packlet,
process it while turning their radio to transmit mode and
afterwards transmit their signaling packet.
of packlets. As illustrated in Fig. 1, a packlet in Whisper
consists by default of ve elds: a preamble, a 1-byte SFD,
1-byte length eld, a 1-byte payload, and a 2-byte footer
with CRC. Nonetheless, the packlet format in Whisper is
user-congurable and can be exibly extended to contain,
for example, more data. When a receiver starts listening for
incoming packets it only needs to intercept a single preamble
and SFD of one of the packlets to detect an ongoing transmis-
sion. The multi-header technique presented in [19] inspired
our packlet-based design of the signaling packet but brought
into a completely dierent scenario.
While the IEEE 802.15.4-compliant length of the preamble
is 4 bytes, in some radios – e.g., the CC2420 [15] – both the
preamble length and the SFD are congurable parameters.
To reduce the total length of a signaling packet and thus de-
crease the radio-on time of the nodes, Whisper’s default im-
plementation sets the length of the preamble to 2 bytes. While
this assumes that Whisper can exploit low-level features of
the transceiver and makes it non-IEEE 802.15.4-compliant,
we believe that it is important to explore the potential of
Whisper’s design beyond current technological limits of
radio standards. Several other authors explored non-IEEE
802.1.5.4-compliant techniques to design energy-ecient
protocols [4, 8, 27]. Nonetheless, Whisper can operate with
a preamble of arbitrary length and can thus, if required, also
be used with a preamble of 4 bytes. While a longer pream-
ble aects performance, we show in Sec. 4, that Whisper
outperforms Glossy also with preamble length of 4 bytes.
Given the above description, a packlet in Whisper is by
default 7 bytes long. Since IEEE 802.1.54 radios transmit at a
rate of 250 kbit/s, the transmission of a packlet lasts 224 µs.
The sender sends Ntx packlets and its total transmission
time with Ntx = 3 is thus 672 µs. The radio of other nodes
in the network is instead active for the duration of Ntx +
2 packlets3 and, thus, when Ntx = 3, for 1,120 ms. With
direction-aware sampling nodes have an idle listening time
of roughly 1 packlet, i.e., roughly 224 µs, which brings the
total to 1,344 ms.
In contrast, nodes running Glossy must keep their radio
on for at least 2,304 ms during a ood. Fig. 2c shows that
nodes in Glossy receive or transmit a packet 6 times. Assum-
ing that also Glossy sends packets with a 1-byte payload –
and, thus, that a Glossy packet is as long as a packlet– each
node actively transmits or receives for 1.344 ms. Glossy must
however also continuously switch between receive and trans-
mit mode, as illustrated in Fig. 2c. This RX/TX turnaround
of the radio takes 192 µs [13] and nodes must turn the radio
from receive to transmit mode 5 times, which adds almost 1
ms (960 µs) of additional radio on time. The radio-on time
of Glossy is thus almost twice as long as that of Whisper
(2,304 ms vs 1,344 ms) – even though we did not account for
the time spent in idle listening by nodes running Glossy nor
for Glossy’s software delay, which should be added to the
RX/TX turnaround time. We also did not consider – neither
in the calculation above nor in Fig. 2 – the guard times that
are present in both Whisper and Glossy. A guard interval
is usually short 4 and appears only once at the beginning of
the idle listening phase. It thus has only little inuence on
the computation presented above.
This back-of-the-envelope calculation shows that the su-
perior performance of Whisper with respect to Glossy– dis-
cussed in detail in Sec. 4.2 – is mainly due to the fact that
Whisper eliminates the gaps between consecutive transmis-
sions. This advantage persists even if Whisper is used with
lazy sampling, as in this case the time spent in idle listening
is roughly the same as for Glossy.
In the example discussed above we assume Glossy packets
with a payload of 1 byte. The payload of standard Glossy
packets is however 4 bytes: a 2 byte sequence number, a
1 byte Glossy header, and a 1 byte relay counter [11]. We
reduce the payload size to 1 byte (we keep only the eld
relay_counter), to avoid penalizing Glossy due to its larger
payload size. This also allows us to show – in Sec. 4 – that
shortening the payload size in Glossy is not sucient to
make it more ecient than Whisper.
As the payload size increases, however, the competitive
advantage of Whisper with respect to Glossy decreases. This
is because the time spent by the radio in RX/TX-turnaround
becomes negligible with respect to the time spent receiving
3As illustrated in Fig. 2a, 1 packlet is received, during the second packlet
the radio switches from receive to transmit mode and then Ntx packlets
are sent.
4The reference implementation of Glossy we use in the evaluation has
a guard time of roughly 130 µs (measured experimentally). In [16], Istomin
et al. showed that a guard time of 150 µs is sucient to compensate for
clock drifts that accumulate over 5 minutes.
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or transmitting. As long as only short payload sizes are of
interest, however, we advocate for the use of Whisper. Short
payload sizes occur when, e.g, the goal of the protocol is
to wake up a network or when small values must be dis-
seminated. Small values that t in few bits or bytes include
protocol parameters, command codes in an automation sce-
nario, or sensor readings in a data collection scenario. We
further point out that the advantages of both Whisper and
Glossy can be leveraged by integrating them in a single pro-
tocol that changes its mode of operation depending on the
payload size.
3.2 Sending identical packlets
Sending identical packets is a necessary condition for con-
structive interference to occur (or more precisely for packets
not to interfere destructively) when synchronous transmis-
sions are used. In Whisper, this translates in ensuring that
all packlets sent at the same time are identical.
The only value that changes across dierent packlets in
the same signaling packet is the counter c , which is the 1-
byte payload of each packlet. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the 1st
packlet has counter c = 0, the second c = 1, and so on. When
nodes starts sending their own signaling packet they must
properly set the value of the counter c of the packlets. In
particular – as also shown in Fig. 3 – Whisper makes a node
that receives a packlet with counter c = i set the counter
of its rst packlet to c = i + 2. This is because while the
c = i + 1th packlet is being transmitted, the node performs
the RX/TX turnaround of the radio. In this time frame the
node thus “misses” a packlet and must wait until the next one
starts being sent before sending its own signaling packet.
Besides ensuring the values of the counter c is identical
for all concurrently transmitted packlets, Whisper must also
properly set the length eld of the packlets. This eld spec-
ies the length in bytes of the payload and the footer. For
packlets that have a 1-byte payload, the length eld must
thus be set to three. This can be easily done for all packlets
but the rst. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the packlet with counter
c = 0 “borrows” the preamble, SFD, and length eld of the sig-
naling packet. The rst byte of the signaling packet, however,
must specify how many bytes the radio must send before
automatically ceasing to transmit. If Whisper would use this
mode of operation (called buered mode in the CC2420 [15]),
the (rst) length eld in the signaling packet would indicate
the total length of the signaling packet in bytes – which is
dierent than three. This would cause the length eld of
each signaling packet to collide with the length eld of con-
currently sent packlets. As a result, destructive interference
would occur and result in packet drops.
To avoid this problem, we exploit an alternative transmit
mode available on certain IEEE 802.15.4 radio transceivers
(including the CC2420 [15]): the TXFIFO looping mode, When
set in this mode the radio ignores the length eld and just
continuously reads data from the radio buer and sends
it. Once the content of the buer has been sent, the radio
wraps around and starts to read and send the data from
the beginning. This continues indenitely until a timeout
explicitly stops the transmission. Since the value of the length
eld is ignored when the radio operates in TXFIFO looping
mode, Whisper can set the rst length eld to the length of a
packlet – instead that to the length of the signaling packet–
thus completely overcoming the problem described above.
While this mode of operation may not be available on all
IEEE 802.15.4 transceivers, which limits the portability of
Whisper, we believe that it is important to explore novel de-
sign ideas notwithstanding current technological limits and
protocol standards. We further plan to explore an alternative
approach to avoid the TXFIFO looping mode: using byte-wise
transmission power control as in [29] to send the length eld
using the smallest possible transmit power. In evaluating
the performance of Whisper in Sec. 4 we nonetheless explic-
itly consider a fully IEEE 802.15.4-compliant version of the
protocol (called Whisper (compliant)), which we describe in
Sec. 3.6.
3.3 Sending packlets synchronously
In the previous subsection we mentioned that after receiving
a packlet (with counter value ci ), a node must wait for an
entire Tpacklet before sending its rst packlet (with counter
ci + 2). This is because while packlet ci + 1 is on the air,
the node must perform the RX/TX turnaround of the radio,
which lasts Tturn = 192 µs for IEE 802.15.4 radios [13]. This
leaves a wait time Twait = Tpacklet − Tturn − Td , whereas
Td is the time that elapses between the rising SFD edge of
a sender during transmission and the corresponding rising
SFD edge of a receiver during reception.
The existence ofTd is due to the fact that the reception of a
pack(l)et lasts slightly longer than its transmission. This data
delay is a common phenomenon in wireless radios, and each
transceiver has a specic latency of the RX and TX paths
which is reported in the datasheets. If not compensated for,
the existence ofTd would make nodes start sending the next
packlet before receivers have completed the reception of the
previous one. Including propagation delay, Td is reported to
be 3 < Td 6 3.6 µs [15, 18, 34] and is thus non-negligible. In
Whisper, we set Td = 3 µs.
The existence of this xed wait time is a further dierence
between Whisper and Glossy. Indeed, Glossy aims at re-
sending a packet as quickly as possible after receiving it (i.e.,
immediately after the RX/TX turnaround). This is because
the longer nodes wait to retransmit a packet, the stronger
MCU clock instabilities become relevant and can thus cause
transmissions of dierent nodes to misalign [11]. This so-
called software delay in Glossy is 23 µs. In Whisper, if we
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assume a payload of 1 byte and a premable of 2 bytes – which
corresponds to the shortest possible packlet – Tpacklet =
224 µs and, thus,Twait = 29 µs. Although the values ofTwait
and of Glossy’s software delay are relatively close to each
other, the latter does not depend on the length of the packet
whereas it does in the case of Whisper. The wait time is thus
more critical for Whisper than for Glossy.
To cope with this issue we employ Flock, a recently pre-
sented clock compensation approach for low-power nodes [3].
Flock compensates for instabilities in the digitally controlled
oscillator (DCO) that drives the MCU of many low-power
hardware platforms. It, thus, makes Whisper able to ensure
that packlet transmissions align within the 0.5 µs window
notwithstanding the existence of Twait and even if Twait is
signicantly longer than 29 µs. This, in turn, makes Whisper
robust even with long packlets and in challenging environ-
ments with highly unstable DCO clocks, like those consid-
ered in [1].
3.4 Lazy sampling
A straightforward way to maximize the probability that a
node intercepts a signaling packet consists in making the
nodes keep its radio in idle listening for the entire duration
of a Whisper slot. This is the time interval during which a
Whisper ood is executed and during which – like in Glossy
and other protocols based on synchronous transmissions –
all other application tasks executing the hosting platform
are suspended.
The length of the slot – indicated as Tslot – is a protocol
parameter and should be set depending on the expected
network diameter. In particular, it holds:
Tslot = (2dnet + Ntx ) ·Tpacklet (1)
, where dnet is the network diameter andTpacklet is the time
needed to send a packlet. The rst addend in Eq. 1 accounts
for the fact that Whisper progress at a “speed” of 2 packlets
per hop, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. The second addend instead
considers that at the last hop, after the rst packlet has been
transmitted a node must still transmit Ntx − 1 packlets. If
Whisper is used in a network of 6 hops and with Ntx = 3
and Tpacklet = 224 µs (1 byte payload), a slot length of 4,48
ms would be sucient. In practical settings, however, it is
recommendable to use a slightly larger value to account for
synchronization drifts and other issues. In the experiments
presented in Sec. 4, for instance, we use Tslot = 5ms .
Irrespectively of the type of sampling used, once a Whisper
slot ends nodes schedule their next wake-up according to the
needs of the application. If, for instance, it must be checked
every 5 minutes if there is an update by the initiator, nodes
will reschedule their wake-up accordingly at a time instant
t∗star t that is 5 minutes away from the end of the slot. To
account for possible synchronization errors, Whisper uses
as in Glossy a guard time – indicated as Tдuard – and makes
the node actually switch their radio on at t∗star t −Tдuard .
3.5 Direction-aware sampling
A signicant drawback of the lazy sampling strategy sketched
above is that it causes all nodes in the network to stay in idle
listening for an entire Whisper slot – even when no signaling
packet is sent. To reduce this idle listening time and thus the
overall radio-on time, Whisper exploits a dierent strategy,
which we call direction-aware sampling.
The main idea behind this strategy is to let the nodes
switch their radio on only shortly before the ood is expected
to “pass by”. In low-power networks, trac often ows in one
direction only, e.g., from an initiator towards all other nodes
in the network in data dissemination scenarios [5, 6, 11]
or from all nodes to a sink in data collection [16]. If the
direction of the trac is known – hence the name direction-
aware sampling – Whisper can exploit this information to
run an ecient sampling strategy.
In a dissemination scenario like the one considered in
Glossy, for instance, trac always ows from a xed initia-
tor to all other nodes. If Whisper is used in this scenario,
the counter c of the packlet received by a forwarding node
depends on the distance in hops between the node and the
initiator. If the topology of the network can be assumed to be
static or vary slowly, this distance – and thus, the counter c
– can also be assumed to be constant or to vary only a little
across consecutive oods. Whisper exploits this situation and
lets each node keep in memory two values – cmin and cmax –
which are estimates of the counters of the rst and last pack-
let that a node is supposed to be able to receive. The value of
cmin is set to the lowest value of c ever received. The compu-
tation of cmax is slightly more elaborate. Each time a packlet
is received, the current value of the counter – indicated with
cnew – is integrated in the average cavд of all received values
of c and cmax = cavд . However, if cnew ≥ avд + ∆c , then
cmax = cnew . This is because cmax determines for how long
nodes will keep their radio on waiting for a packlet. Underes-
timating cmax would thus cause a node to switch o its radio
too early, which in the worst case could stop the propagation
of the ood. The strategy chosen to set both cmin and cmax
are very conservative can denitely be improved in future
work. The design of Whisper actually opens up opportunities
for designing further smart sampling strategies beyond the
two – lazy and direction-aware – discussed in this paper.
Once cmin and cmax are known, a node can compute the
start and the duration of its sampling interval as follows:
tstar t = t
∗
star t −Tдuard +max(0, cmin − 1) ·Tpacklet (2)
Tsamplinд = Tдuard +max(N , cmax ) ·Tpacklet (3)
In Eq. 2, t∗star t indicates the time at which the sender is
expected to start its transmission whereasTдuard is the guard
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time that protects against possible synchronization drifts.
When a node did not yet receive its very rst packlet, it sets
cmin = 0 and Tsamplinд = Tslot . When the rst packlet with
counter cnew is received, the nodes sets cmin = cmax = cnew .
Afterwards, the mechanisms mentioned above are used to
update cmin and cmax .
The discussion above assumes that Whisper is used in
a data dissemination scenario. In Sec. 4.4, we show how
direction-aware sampling can be applied also in a data col-
lection scenario.
3.6 Whisper (compliant)
The standard version of Whisper described above exploits
low-level mechanisms of the radio transceiver. For the sake
of completeness, we consider in our evaluation also an IEEE-
802.15.4-compliant version of Whisper, called Whisper (com-
pliant). This version uses a 4-bytes preamble and the radio in
buered mode, which has the following two consequences.
First, the rst length eld of the signaling packet must be set
to the actual length of the payload and will thus collide with
the length eld of concurrently sent packlets. This causes
the rst packlet of each signaling packet to be dropped and
thus slows down the progression of the ood. In particular,
Whisper (compliant) needs four instead of three packlets
per hop to progress. Second, the radio hardware will set the
footer of the signaling packet, i.e., the gray-shadowed footer
in Fig. 1. To avoid this footer to collide with the footer of
concurrently sent packlets, Whisper (compliant) makes the
all nodes stop sending at the same time, so that the footers
of all signaling packets align.
3.7 Resilience against external
interferences
As other approaches based on synchronous transmissions,
Whisper is sensitive to external interference. Common de-
vices such as microwave ovens or Wi-Fi access points can
disturb communication and signicantly reduce the reliabil-
ity of the protocol. Several approaches already presented in
the literature show that introducing frequency diversity – in
particular channel hopping – is an eective countermeasure
against external intereference [17, 28, 31]. These techniques,
especially sending each ood on a dierent frequency[17],
are straightforward to integrate in Whisper.
4 EVALUATION
4.1 Evaluation setup
Implementation. We implemented Whisper for the Contiki
operating system5. We embedded the code base of Flock6
5http://www.contiki-os.org/
6https://github.com/martinabr/ock
into Whisper and reused parts of the publicly available im-
plementation of Glossy7 in our code.
Metrics. We focus on two key performance metrics: relia-
bility and radio-on time. We compute the per-node reliability
as the ratio of the total number of signaling packets success-
fully received by a node and the total number of signaling
packets sent during an experiment. We then derive the net-
work reliability as the average of the reliability of all nodes
in the network. The radio on-time is time the radio is turned
on and active (including idle listening) during a Whisper (or
Glossy) slot. As for the case of reliability, the radio-on time
of the network is computed as the average of the radio-on
time of each node.
Testbed. We run our experiments on the FlockLab testbed
[20]. Flocklab is an indoor testbed with 27 nodes deployed
in an oce building of ETH Zurich in Switzerland. The
nodes available for our experiments are the MTM-CM5000-
MSP, equipped with the MSP430F1611 low-power microcon-
troller [14] and the CC2420 IEEE 802.15.4 transceiver [15].
Whisper and Glossy versions used in the evaluation.
To illustrate the performance of Whisper in detail, we im-
plement dierent versions of the protocol. Whisper is the
full-edged protocol that includes direction-aware sampling
(see Sec. 3.5) and exploits the TXFIFO looping mode (see
Sec. 3.2). In Whisper we further use a 2-byte preamble as
mentioned in Sec. 3.1 and set Ntx = 3.
We also explore the performance of Whisper in a series
of other congurations, e.g., with lazy sampling instead of
direction-aware sampling, with a 4-byte instead of 2-byte
preamble, as well as with dierent values of Ntx . In the plots,
we indicate after the name of Whisper the specic change
with respect to the default implementation, i.e, “Whisper
(lazy)” indicates a version of Whisper that uses lazy sampling
but keeps the TXFIFO looping mode, the 2-byte preamble
and Ntx = 3. Lastly, we also consider the fully IEEE 802.15.4
compliant version of Whisper described in Sec. 3.6. Whisper
(compliant) uses a 4-byte preamble, lazy sampling, Ntx = 14
and does not exploit the TXFIFO looping mode.
As for Glossy, we use its publicly available code base7. As
discussed in Sec. 3.1, we set the payload of Glossy packets
to 1 byte to avoid an unfair penalization of Glossy due to its
larger packet size. We provide experimental results obtained
by running Glossy with both a 2 byte and a 4 byte preamble.
Scenarios: We run experiments in dierent dissemina-
tion and collection scenarios, as summarized in Table 1. For
dissemination we test both with only one sender and with
dierent senders. We also consider the case in which dier-
ent senders transmit concurrently and dierentiate between
concurrent senders positioned close-by each other or roughly
evenly distributed across the network. We further evaluate
7http://sourceforge.net/p/contikiprojects/code/HEAD/tree/ethz.ch/
glossy/
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Table 1: Summary of scenarios description and conguration parameters.
Scenario Label Sender Receiver
[node id in FlockLab] [node id in Flocklab]
Dissemination with xed sender diss. xed 1 all, except sender
Dissemination with dierent senders diss. di. 10, 22, 11, 16, 23, 19, 20, 31, 26, 7 all, except senders
Dissemination with concurrent, close-by senders diss. close 4, 2, 8, 1 all, except senders
Dissemination with concurrent, far-away senders diss. far 16, 19, 7, 1 all, except senders
Collection with concurrent, close-by senders coll. close 18, 27, 24, 23 1
Collection with concurrent, far-away senders coll. far 16, 19, 7, 4 1
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(a) Performance during data dissemination. Comparing with Glossy reduce Whisper and
Whisper (lazy) the radio on-time by two orders of magnitude, while achieving a reliability
near 100%. Nodes have learned their distance to the source (node 1) and eciently turn their
radio on before the ood “passes-by”.
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(b) Radio on-time when no signaling packet is
disseminated.Whisper achieves a low radio on-time
even when no signaling packet is disseminated. In
contrast, Whisper (lazy) and Glossy use a xed time-
out mechanism that is set to 5 ms (marked as red
line) to turn the radio o in case no packlet has been
received. Learning the distance to the source (node 1)
allows for energy-ecient channel checks.
Figure 4: Performance of Whisper, Whisper (lazy), Glossy, and Glossy (2b preamble) at 0 dBm in FlockLab in a
data dissemination scenario with only a single, xed sender (diss. xed). Whisper outperfoms Glossy in terms of
energy-eciency during data dissemination as well as when no signaling packet has been sent.
the performance of Whisper is a collection scenario with
concurrent senders and also dierentiate the two cases in
which the concurrent senders are positioned close-by each
other or are evenly distributed across the network.
4.2 Whisper vs. Glossy
We rst compare the performance of Whisper, Whisper (lazy)
as well as Glossy and Glossy (2b preamble) in a dissemination
scenario with a single, xed sender (diss. xed). This scenario
corresponds to, e.g., a controller that needs to signal the
nodes to stay awake for an unscheduled software update or
to disseminate some conguration parameters to all nodes
in the network. We nd that nodes using Whisper achieve,
with respect to Glossy, a comparable or higher reliability and
a signicantly smaller radio-on time, both with and without
data trac.
Experiments. We run Whisper, Whisper (lazy), “standard”
Glossy and Glossy (2b preamble) in the following congura-
tion. We select the node with identier 1 as the sender. This
node is located on the outer edge of the FlockLab testbed,
which allows us to obtain a large network diameter. To vary
the topology and in particular the number of hops between
the sender and the farthest receivers, we use two dierent
transmit powers: -10 dBm and 0 dBm. This results in a net-
work diameter of 3 to 4 and 5 to 6 hops, respectively. Each
experiment consists of 10’000 oods and we repeat each
experiment 3 times. For Whisper, we further measure the
radio-on time over 5’000 slots during which the sender sends
no signaling packet. The collected per-node data is averaged
over the three independent runs and the standard deviation
plotted as error bars in the gures.
Results. Fig. 4a details – for the case in which the sender
disseminates a signaling packet in each slot – the per-node
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(a) Comparison in dissemination scenarios. Whisper
and Whisper (lazy) achieve in all scenarios a two-fold lower
radio on-time compared to Glossy. At the same time, they
achieve a higher reliability.
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(b) Whisper andWhisper (lazy) in various col-
lection scenarios. In Whisper, the location of the
senders have a considerable impact on the reliabil-
ity. Note the change of scaling in the y-axis of the
reliability.
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(c)Whisper when no signaling
packet has been sent. In all sce-
narios Whisper achieves a radio-
on time below the timeout mark
at 5 ms (marked as red line).
Figure 5: Whisper and Glossy in dierent scenarios.
reliability in the upper plot and the per-node radio-on time in
the lower plot. While the reliability of Whisper and Whisper
(lazy) is comparable or slightly higher than that of Glossy and
Glossy (2b preamble), the radio-on time is signicantly lower
– roughly half that of Glossy in most cases – for Whisper
and Whisper (lazy). Fig. 4a also shows that Whisper and
Whisper (lazy) achieve a similar radio-on time. This is due
to the small network diameter at 0 dBm in FlockLab. Table 2
shows a higher dierence in the radio-on time between the
two protocols at -10 dBm.
Fig. 4b shows the per-node radio-on time of Whisper when
no signaling packet is sent. The bold, (red) line at 5 ms corre-
sponds to the radio-on time of approaches like Whisper (lazy)
or Glossy that – in case of the absence of communication –
keep nodes in idle listening for the entire slot. Whisper can
save radio-on time in this case thanks to the use of direction-
aware sampling, which makes nodes switch their radio o at
most when the expected reception time of the packlet with
counter c = cmax +Ntx +1 has elapsed. This characteristic of
Whisper is particularly relevant when nodes must frequently
switch on their radios to limit delays in relaying data trac
– yet often no packet is ooded, like in the data prediction
scenario of Crystal [16].
4.3 Whisper in dissemination scenarios
To consider the case in which dierent nodes must dissem-
inate data – possibly even concurrently – we evaluate the
performance of Whisper, Whisper (lazy) and Glossy in the
three scenarios diss. di., diss. close, and diss. far (see Ta-
ble 2). We nd that contention for the same slot causes less
packet collisions in – and thus results in higher reliability of
– Whisper and Whisper (lazy) compared to Glossy.
Experiments. We run Whisper, Whisper (lazy) and Glossy
consecutively with transmit powers -10 dbm and 0 dBm.
In the diss. di. scenario, each sender consecutively trans-
mits 1’000 signaling packets before handing over to the next
sender. We execute 10’000 oods in each experiment (i.e., for
each protocol) and we run each experiment 3 times.
Results. Fig. 5a shows the network reliability (upper plot,
left), radio-on time (lower plot, right) and the percentage of
dropped packlets/packets per Whisper/Glossy slot. In all the
considered scenarios, Whisper and Whisper (lazy) achieve a
higher reliability and a lower radio-on time than Glossy.
The dierence in performance is more evident in scenar-
ios with concurrent senders, i.e., diss. close and diss. far. The
reason is that interference due to concurrent oods has a
stronger impact in Glossy than in Whisper. More precisely,
oods from dierent senders overlap with a slightly dierent
temporal displacement caused by (i) senders not being syn-
chronized within sub-microseconds and (ii) as stated in [23]
“a combination of software, hardware, and signal propaga-
tion delays” caused by an increasing number of concurrent
transmitters. While (i) aects both Whisper and Glossy to
an equal extent, (ii) intensies for each gap between consec-
utive transmissions, resulting in a stronger impact on Glossy
compared to Whisper. The consequence is that nodes using
Glossy drop more packets on average, e.g., 0.5% in diss. far
resulting in 1% lower reliability compared to Whisper (lazy).
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Table 2: Summary of evaluation results. Whisper and
Whisper (lazy) outperform Glossy in terms of reliability and
radio-on time in various scenarios. Nodes using Whisper
(lazy) and Glossy use a timeout mechanism to turn the radio
o in case they have not intercepted a packlet/packet within
a given time. In this evaluation the timeout is set to 5 ms.
Protocol Scenario Tx power Reliability Radio on Radio on
/w signaling w/o signaling
[dBm] [%] [ms] [ms]
Whisper
diss. xed -10 99.980 2.055 2.5460 99.980 1.936 2.474
coll. close -10 87.660 2.829 3.1840 99.914 2.670 2.930
coll. far -10 99.97 2.300 2.6930 100.00 2.176 2.598
Whisper
(lazy)
diss. xed -10 99.817 2.477 5.00 99.983 1.962 5.0
diss. di. -10 99.932 2.175 5.00 99.986 1.865 5.0
diss. close -10 99.887 2.438 5.00 99.952 2.129 5.0
diss. far -10 99.786 1.626 5.00 99.965 1.540 5.0
coll. close -10 99.910 1.852 5.00 99.918 1.612 5.0
coll. far -10 100.0 1.392 5.00 100.0 1.378 5.0
Glossy diss. xed -10 99.738 4.253 5.00 99.828 3.756 5.0
Glossy
(2b pre-
amble)
diss. xed -10 99.616 3.914 5.00 99.767 3.356 5.0
diss. di. -10 98.369 3.805 5.00 98.963 3.351 5.0
diss. close -10 99.350 4.071 5.00 99.024 3.932 5.0
diss. far -10 98.881 3.680 5.00 98.559 3.721 5.0
4.4 Whisper in collection scenarios
We now consider collection scenarios in which nodes report
data to a sink node as, e.g., in [16]. We nd that Whisper
(lazy) outperforms Whisper in collection scenarios both in
terms of reliability and of radio-on time.
Experiments.We run Whisper using a “reversed” direction-
aware sampling. Thereby, the nodes must know their dis-
tance in hops to the sink, which can they can learn through
a short initialization phase. We run this initialization during
5 Whisper slots, in which the sink disseminates signaling
packets. The nodes can then derive their position in the col-
lection tree by subtracting their distance in hops to the root
from the network diameter. We run both Whisper and Whis-
per (lazy) using transmit powers of -10 dBm and 0 dBm. We
measure the reliability at the sink (node with identier 1)
and average the results for 3 runs. The network radio-on
time is the average of the radio-on time of all nodes.
Results. The upper plot in Fig. 5b shows the reliability
at the sink and the lower plot the network-wide radio-on
time. The plots show that Whisper (lazy) outperforms Whis-
per both in terms of reliability and radio-on time. In par-
ticular, Whisper (lazy) achieves a lower radio-on time com-
pared to Whisper, which may seem counterintuitive. The
reason is that senders using Whisper (lazy) start listening
at t∗star t , which is nearly exactly the same for all nodes. In
contrast, nodes in Whisper switch their radios on at the
time instant that they have learned during initialization,
which can however contain erros. Devising a more ecient
direction-aware sampling strategy for collection scenarios is
part of our future work.
4.5 Impact of low-level mechanisms
We now investigate the impact of the individual low-level
mechanisms used in Whisper. We thereby consider a dissem-
ination scenario with a single, xed initiator (diss. xed).
4.5.1 Impact of preamble length. We start by analyz-
ing the eect of the preamble length on the performance of
Whisper (lazy) and Glossy. We nd that a 2 byte preamble
signicantly reduces the radio-on time for both protocols
while causing a neglibile loss in terms of reliability.
Experiments. We run Whisper (lazy) and Glossy in the
diss. xedscenario using Ntx = 3, preamble length of both
2 bytes and 4 bytes, and transmit powers -10 dBm and 0 dBm.
We execute 10’000 Whisper/Glossy network oods for each
protocol and collect data from 3 independent runs.
Results. Fig. 6a shows the network reliability in the upper
plot and the achieved radio-on time on the lower plot. One
can observe a slight increase in reliability with the 4 byte
preamble compared to the 2 byte preamble. Comparing the
gray-shadowed results corresponding to Ntx = 3 in Table 3a,
the network reliablity with a 2 byte preamble drops about
0.1% for all protocols and transmit powers, which corre-
sponds to the loss of 10 packets out of 10,000, on average.
The radio-on time, however, increases with the longer pre-
amble by 10% and 20% for Whisper (lazy) and Glossy, respec-
tively, as shown in Fig. 6a. To an almost neglibile decrease
of reliability thus corresponds a signicant improvement in
terms of radio-on time. This can be explained considering
that the preamble and SFD byte are used by receivers to
achieve symbol synchronization and to adjust for frequency
osets [15]. The length of the preamble, however, only af-
fects transmissions. The receiver starts intercepting a packet
as soon as it has found a single preamble byte followed by
the SFD. Transmitting a longer preamble is useful to increase
the signal-to-noise ratio, and thus, to help the receiver in
detecting the preamble and SFD bytes. An increase of the
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(a) Impact of preamble length. A 4 byte pre-
amble increases the overall reliability by 0.1%.
while increasing the radio on-time by 20% and
10% for Whisper and Glossy, respectively, com-
pared to a 2 byte preamble.
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(b) Impact of number of packlet/packet
transmissions. Glossy’s radio-on time in-
creases stronger with Ntx compared to Whis-
per’s (lazy, 4b preamble). The reason is the ad-
ditional packet reception as well as the RX/TX
turnaround.
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(c) Impact of length eld. Colliding lengh elds
in Whisper (compliant) have a great impact on the
progession speed of the ood.
Figure 6: Impact of low-level mechanisms
preamble length from 2 to 4 bytes leads, however, to almost
negligible improvements, as illustrated above.
4.5.2 Impact of the number of transmissions Ntx .
We now discuss how dierent values of Ntx aect the per-
formances of both Whisper and Glossy. We nd that both
protocols achieve a similar reliability. However, Whisper
(lazy, 4b preamble) has a smaller radio-on time than Glossy
and with every Ntx , the eect on the radio-on time increases
stronger in Glossy compared to Whisper (lazy, 4b preamble).
Experiments. We run Whisper (lazy, 4b preamble) and
set Ntx = {2, 3, 4, 5}. We use transmit powers -10 dBm and
0 dBm and execute 10’000 Whisper/Glossy network oods
for each protocol and collect data from 3 independent runs.
We further run “standard” Glossy with a preamble length of
4 byte in the same conguration.
Results. The upper plot of Fig. 6b shows that for dierent
values of Ntx Whisper (lazy, 4b preamble) and Glossy achieve
a comparable reliability. Apart from minor uctuations, the
reliability increases as Ntx increases, as expected. The lower
plot in Fig. 6b shows that Whisper outperforms Glossy in
terms of radio-on time even with lazy sampling and 4 byte
preamble. More precisely, Table 3b shows that in Whisper
(lazy, 4b preamble) increasing Ntx by 1 causes an increase
of the radio-on time of roughly 288 µs – which corresponds
to Tpacklet for a packlet with a 4 byte preamble and 1 byte
payload. In Glossy the radio on-time increases for each Ntx
by the duration of one received and one transmitted packet á
288 µs, the RX/TX turnaround time with 192 µs and 23 µs for
the software delay. As a consequence, the increase in radio-
on time with increasing Ntx is more prominent in Glossy
than in Whisper.
4.5.3 Impact of collisions due to dierent length
fields. Lastly, we compare Whisper (compliant) with Whis-
per (lazy, 4b preamble, 14 packlets). We nd that the collisions
due to dierent length elds in Whisper (compliant) have a
signicant, negative inuence on the speed at which a ood
can progress.
Experiments. We run Whisper (compliant) with 14 pack-
lets, which results in a signaling packet of 122 bytes. We
further run Whisper (lazy, 4b preamble, 14 packlets) and
make all nodes stop transmitting their signaling packets si-
multaneously. The signaling packet in Whisper (compliant)
and in Whisper (lazy, 4b preamble, 14 packlets) dier only
for the length eld of the rst packlet. This is the length of
the signaling packet in Whisper (compliant) and the length
of a packlet in the latter.
Results. Fig. 6c shows the per-node reliability on the up-
per plot and the received counter c on the lower plot. We
nd that each node achieves a reliability of 100% for both
protocols. This is consistent with the results discussed in
the previous Sec. 4.5.2, where we found that the reliability
increases with each additionally transmitted packlet. This
is also the case when nodes simultaneously stop sending
instead of ceasing after Ntx transmissions.
The lower plot of Fig. 6c reveals that nodes using Whisper
(compliant) receive higher counter values compared to Whis-
per (lazy, 4b preamble, 14 packlets). This is what causes a
slower progression of the ood and is not unexpected given
that in Whisper (compliant) (i) nodes drop packlets whose
length eld is not set correctly, and (ii) the packlets are ex-
posed to collisions due to the dierent length elds. More
precisely, the packlet with c = 0 is dropped by the nodes
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Table 3: Summery of low-level machanisms.
(a) Reliability.
4b preamble 2b preamble
Protocol Tx power Ntx = 2 = 3 = 4 = 5 Ntx = 3
[dBm]
Whisper (lazy) -10 99.774 99.921 99.672 99.953 99.817
Whisper (lazy) 0 99.985 99.986 99.996 99.998 99.983
Glossy -10 99.204 99.738 99.870 99.888 99.616
Glossy 0 99.613 99.828 99.649 99.939 99.767
(b) Radio on-time.
4 byte preamble 2 byte preamble
Protocol Tx power Ntx = 2 = 3 = 4 = 5 Ntx = 3
[dBm]
Whisper (lazy) -10 2.718 3.036 3.587 3.705 2.477
Whisper (lazy) 0 2.118 2.487 2.772 3.109 1.962
Glossy -10 3.367 4.253 5.303 6.363 3.914
Glossy 0 2.781 3.756 4.834 5.841 3.356
in the rst hop (nodes with identiers 2 to 15 in Flocklab),
because the length eld is not set to the length of a packlet
but to the length of the signaling packet. The nodes in the
rst hop receive packlet c = 1 and consequently miss c = 2
due to the RX/TX turnaround. They transmit packlet c = 3,
which collides with the packlet of the sender. Thus, nodes
on the second hop (identiers 16 to 31) successfully receive
packlet c = 4. This procedure continues until the last hop
(node with identier 14) receives packlet c = 11. In compar-
ison, the same node receives c = 5 with Whisper (lazy, 4b
preamble, 14 packlets). This shows that the ood progresses
faster with Whisper (lazy, 4b preamble, 14 packlets) and thus
requires less packlets to be sent in total, which reduces the
radio-on time.
5 RELATEDWORK
The overall architecture of Whisper builds on the concepts in-
troduced by Glossy. The novel design elements that we intro-
duce – in particular packlets and direction-aware sampling
– make Whisper signicantly more ecient than Glossy,
especially for small payload sizes. Whisper’s superior perfor-
mance is obtained by completely eliminating gaps between
consecutive, synchronous transmissions.
Lim et al. [28] modify Glossy so that a packet is transmitted
multiple times after a single reception. Consecutive packets
are however not sent back-to-back as in Whisper but have
gaps between them. This is because they are transmitted as
individual packets and, thus, the radio must still perform a
turnaround even between consecutive transmissions. This
increases the overall transmit time and strongly limits the
use of sampling strategies as introduced in Whisper. Further-
more, due to the instability of the DCO, the alignment of
concurrently transmitted packets decreases quickly with the
number of packets. In Whisper, instead, the use of Flock [3]
and the concept of packlets guarantee that transmissions are
precisely aligned.
Approaches that exploit scheduled Glossy oods to pro-
vide high-level protocols – e.g., [10], Crystal [16, 17], or Lane-
Flood [2] – could replace Glossy with Whisper to achieve a
more ecient operation. Other, more complex protocols like
Splash [5] or Pando [6] could also benet from integrating
Whisper’s design in their architecture.
Several authors proposed protocols to use some form of fre-
quency diversity to make synchronous transmissions more
robust to interference. These include full-edged protocols
like Splash [5] or Pando [6] but also improved versions of
Glossy like the one proposed by Sommer and Pignolet [31].
While we have not yet implemented the use of multiple chan-
nels within Whisper, this is part of our future work.
Other approaches related to Whisper are those that pro-
vide – or can be used to implement – a network-wide wake-
up service. Some basic techniques like Low-Power Listen-
ing [27] or Backcast [7] have been successfully used in Medium
Access Control protocols to schedule nodes’ rendezvous [4,
24, 26, 27]. They are however contention-based approaches
and are inherently less performing – both in terms of relia-
bility and latency – than approaches based on synchronous
transmissions.
Lastly, protocols that exploit wake-up radios – like, e.g.,
Zippy [12], ALBA-WUR [32], or the approach proposed in [21]
– are orthogonal to ours because they rely on specialized
hardware to be available on network nodes.
6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces Whisper, a novel primitive to provide
quick and reliable network oods. Whisper exploits syn-
chronous transmissions as in Glossy but eliminates any gap
between consecutive transmissions of the packet to ood.
This allows Whisper to halve the radio on time of the nodes
with respect to Glossy while maintaining a comparable or
even higher reliability – as demonstrated through our exper-
iments on the Flocklab testbed. Whisper can be used as a
stand-alone primitive to disseminate small values or be inte-
grated in place of Glossy in protocols like, e.g., Crystal [16].
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